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New Coordinator
Plans For Future
by Ross Lemmon
Senior Staff Writer
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Karen Rodgers in action against Bowdoin last Friday night. Also shown are Robin Black, left and Sis
VanCleve, right.

Colby Abolishes Frats; Amherst
To Make Decision This Month
by Andrew P. Yurkovsky
Senior Staff Writer
Fraternilies have been abolished at Colby College. A commission appointed by Colby's
trustees has concluded that fraternities ' 'no longer serve an overall constructive role." Amherst
College will deicide upon the future of fraternities later this
month.
Colby's trustees voted unanimously at the end of January to
abolish the school's eight fraternities and two sororities. Immediately following the decision,
fraternity and sorority members '
started a large bonfire in protest
of fraternity row. A "Coalition
for Fraternities" has since been
formed at the school, but so far it
has taken no action. The majority
of Colbay's 1,600 students support fraternities and sororities although only 20% of the student
body belongs to organizations.
The fraternities and sororities,
which will be closed down on May
20, will be replaced by a "residential commons" system, consisting
of four self-governing communities. Each community will be amde
up of four to eight dormitories,
each centered around a dining
hall.
A governing council for each
community will be composed of
student representatives from every
dormitory unit. There will be at
least one faculty member in residence in each community which
will also have eight to fifteen
"faculty affiliates."
In addition, Colby plans to
build a large social center that will
accommodate 600 to 800 persons.
The trustees of Amherst College will meet on February 25 to
decide wheter of not to abolish
fraternities there. Before his
death, former president Julian
Gibbs sent a report to the trustees
that was critical of fraternities. On
November 29, Amherst's faculty
adopted a resolution by a vote of

90 to 29 recommending the absolution of fraternities by the end of
the academic year. Acting President G. Armour Craig has also
spoken in favor of banning fraternities.
Approximately 250 Amherst

suidenfs . demonstrated on November 11 i? support of fraternities. According to The Amherst
Student, the college newspaper,
85% of those students polled favor keeping fraternities. Less than
half of Amherst's 1,500 students
ai'e fraternity members.

Judith Zurles, who has an extensive background in counselling
and who most recently created a
Women's Center and Maohecad
Community College where she was
Director of the Lifelong Learning
Program,, has recently taken over
as Coordinator and Counselor at
the Trinity Women's Center, located on the third floor of the .
Mather Campus Center, one flight
up from the Washington Room.
With only three day's experience at Trinity, Zurles was understandably not able to be very
specific yet as to what responsibilities her position entails, but she
was able to make some general
comments as to what she would
like to see the Women's Center do
in the future. As coordinator,
Zurles will be in charge of initiating programs dealing with women's issues and with developing the
resources and generating the support with which to implement
them. In line with her belief that
the Women's Center has "the interest of everybody, not just
women, in mind," Zurles says she
would like to see a "broad spectrum of programs" implemented
covering a wide variety of topics
for many people, including the
male population as much as possible, as well as the faculty, staff,
and the Hartford community." At
a recent staff meeting attended by

Zurles a very tentative schedule of
programs was proposed including, for the near future, Women's
Health, assault prevention and self
defense, and for around exam
time, programs on study skills,
time management, stress management and relaxation techniques.
Zurles also plans to continue the
lunchtime series which has been
very successful for the Women's
Center in the past.
For the time being, in addition
to her counselling responsibilities,
three days a week which she feels
should. be extended to meet the
needs of the student body, Zurles
is occupying her time in getting a
feel for the relationship between
the Women's Center and the rest
of the College community, "talking with a lot of people and finding out what they feel is lacking
in what is offered to the College
community by its organizations,
and trying to get some idea as to
what they would like to see the
Women's Center do to fill in the
gaps." If possible, Zurles would
like to coordinate the activities
and events sponsored by the
Women's Center with those sponsored by other organizations on
campus, particularly the Trinity
Women's Organization and The
Trinity College Coalition of Black
Women.
Like many of the other organizations on campus created for
continued on page 4
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Jacobson Tries Nautical Experience
voyage aboard the Westward, a
125' schooner he spent more time
on land in the Carribbean. His
Michael A. Jacobson '85. re- • semester is, thus, broken in three
turns to Trinity after spending last sections-land, sea, land.
During his six weeks on land in
semester away on Sea Semester,
sponsored by the Sea Education Woods Hole Mike attend classes
Association. On sea semester Mike that would prepare him for operspent six weeks in Woods Hole, ating the various facets of a boat.
"Woods Hole is populated by a
Massachusetts, preparing for his
days at sea. After his six. week group of men with beards and

by Gregory O. Davis.
Features Editor

curly hair who are either Ph.D's
or fisherman." Jacobson attended classes from 8:30 to 12:00
with labs in the afternoon. The
three classes were Introduction to
Oceanography, Introduction to
Nautical Science, and Introduction to Maritime Studies. The
shooling was all held in one classroom, and the personality of the
oroom was changed by the pres-

The 125' Westward is part of the Sea Education Association's Sea Semester program in which Michael
Jacobson, '85 took part last semester.

ence of a different instructor. The
nautical science course taught students "how to sail a boat," says
Jacobson. "We learned how boats
operate from taking apart engines
to radar plotting and celestial navagation." Oceonography was
what Mike calls a "serious science
class." It was this feature that attracted Jacobson who was looking
for a biology program for his Junior semester abroad.
The students on the program
became a close-knit group very
quickly. They spent the first
weekend in Woods Hole at Gayhead Beach enjoying the nude bathing in the beach's mud baths.
Fifteen to twenty out of the 22
students would socialize together
and do their 4-5 hours of of
homework after dinner. "You
could never blow off your work
for any one night. You always had
to do some work," claims Jacobson.
The same group of 22 left
Woods Hole after six weeks for
the "at sea".portion of their semester. Each person had a watch
schedule in which they were assigned to either deck, lab, engineroomi'.Qr galley.. "Galley duty was
the worst. You were the 'galley
'.slave' cooking for 35 people, waking up p 5:0J)arn to'sei the.'table
and spending six hour's''in the
dish room." As the students becontinued on page 4
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Announcem en ts
Career Counseling
The Hartford Consortium is
sponsoring a Summer Camp Jobs
Fair for area colleges and schools.
Over 55 summer camps will be
represented. Check out their
openings and talk with their directors. February, 27, Gengras Student Center, 11-4:30. University
of Hartford. FREE!
Teaching Internships: Lincoln
School in Providence, RI has
openings for the coming year in
several areas. Because the Head of
the school will come to campus on
March 5 to interview interested
seniors, resumes must be mailed
immediately. Come to.CCO for
more information. .
Junior Women interested in finance: Come to CCO right away
for information on NYC internships. Application deadline is late
February.

Financial Aid
Applications for financial aid next
year are available in the Financial
Aid Office. Students currently receiving aid should have received
renewal materials in their campus
boxes. AH other students should
stop by for applications. Deadline
for financial aid form is March 1.
Deadline for Trinity application:
April April 16.
Job. Small Business Administration has sent us a revised description of their student position.
Person will screen applications,
disseminate info to public, monitor activities of consultants. Op-
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Scholarships
The CT Environmental Health
Association offers a $500 scholarship to CT resident entering the
field of environmental health.
Apply between April 1 and Sept.
30.
The Lions Club of Hartford offers three scholarships to residents
of. Hartford or surrounding
towns. Preference given to freshmen, Fine Arts and Humanities
students. Application deadline is
April 1.
The Business and Professional
Advertising Association offers a
scholarship of an unspecified
amount to juniors persuing interests in business with emphasis on
marketing or advertising. Deadline is April 15.

Foreign Study
Announcements
Are you interested in foreign
study but do not know where to
begin? Are you having difficulty
choosing a country or program?
If so, you can get help from Adrienne Lotoski, the Student Assitant in the Office of Foreign Study
Advising, in Williams Memorial
Room 118, at the following times:
Wednesdays from 9:00 to 10:15
a.m. and from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.;
Fridays from 9:00 to 10:15 a.m.
Cutie Pie,
Hello, What's New? You're
The Only One I Want To Do
Something Freaky To. I want to
take a Secret Journey in the Darkness, so Stay With Me Tonight.
Now Don't You Get Mad, because I'm always Hungry For You
and Love Will Find A Way, 1 have
a feeling Somebody's Watching
Me, makes me want to Jump! But,
we can't Slow Down now, cause
I'm Stuck On You. We'll be Running With the Night...All Night
Long.
Chippahwah

General Information
meetings

TONIGHT
Mon Oncle 7:30
A film by Jacques Tati. M, Tulot returns , this time he shows a little
boy who lives in an antiseptic modern house* with his germ-fearing
mother how to have fun in the city. Delightful comedy. 120 min.
Shoot the Piano Player 9:45

Those students interested in
studying abroad for Fall Term
1984 or for the 1984-85 academicyear should atend a general information meeting. All these meetings cover the same information;
therefore, if a student has attended ine in the past, he or she
need not attend another. The next
few meetings to be hid in Alumni
Lounge, Mather are listed below:
Wednesday, Feb. 15, 1:30 p.m.;
Thursday, Feb. 23, 10 a.m.;
Wednesday, Feb. 29, 10:30 a.m.;
Tuesday, March 6, 3:15 p.m.
Study in Greece
Katharine M. Butterworth, Director of the Study-in-Greece prog
will be visiting Trinity on Monday, March 5. Students interested
in the possibility of a study abroad
program in Athens should make
plans to speak to Ms.. Butterworth sometime between 2 and 4
p.m. in the Committee Room of
Mather Campus Center.
^_
All students please complete
and return the athletic survey to
your R.A. by open period.
Packets for the position of Coordinator/Assitant for the 198485 academic year are available in
the Office of Residential Services.
The deadline for filing is February
17.
Billy Boy,
You're a sweetie and I want to
wish you a happy Hearts Day.
Have fun.
Love,
Liz
Doiig,
And you said you didn't have
any valentines. Yes you do!
Love,
Liz

Director: Francois Truffat. A fast-paced tribute to the American gangster film centers around the former concert pianist, now playing piano in
a cafe, who becomes involved with criminals. Unpredictable and still
fresh and exciting. 84 min.

Wednesday - Saturday
The Chosen (PG) 7:30
Cast: Maximillian Schell, Rod Steiiger, Robby Benson, Barry Miller.
This film, based on the novel by Chaim Potok, tells about the friendship
between two Jewish boys, one with the strict Hasidic upbringing and the
other from a more secular family. A war-m, nostalgic story set in Brooklyn after World War II, quietly evocative and full of local color and
traditions. 108 min.
Betrayal (R) 9:35 ;
Cast:Jeremy Irons, Ben Kingsley, Patricia Hodge. Adapted with great
success by the author from his play aboutt a love triangle involving three
close friends over a period of nine years. The story is presented in reverse,
which imparts a special emotional coloration for the audience. Truly
exceptional actinng. 95. min.

Sunday - Tuesday
Hollywood Outtakes 7:30
1983. Compiled by Ron Blackman and Bruce Goldstein. Nostalgia and
trivia galore! Movie idols of the 30's, 40's and 50's fluff their lines,
present public service messages and do publicity bits. Funny, glamorous,
sometimes ironic when we know about their private lives. Something
different and entertaining from the good old days. 83 min.
Notorious 9:10
1946. Director: Alfred Hitchcock. Screenplay: Ben Hecht. Cast: Cary
Grant, Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains. Suspenseful cloak and dagger
doings about the daughter of a treacherous German who is paid as an
American agent to spy on the head of a German industrial cartel in the
Rio. 101 min.
To Louise, Shelby, Jeanine,
Tracy, Lynn, Mary, Lori, Laura,
Leslie, Barbara, and David.
Love and neurons forever from a
secret admirer.
My dearest Laverne,
Can you pick yourself out of a
crowd? If so, come to my room
tonight.
I'll be waiting.
Much love,
S.

Sir Thomas Tom (of Appledore)You are the knight that I adore.

My dearest ASOBT-

Dear Arbo,
Roses are red
Bile is green :
I like you head to toe
But especially in between
Happy Valentine's Day
Chiky

"In which CLB loves MBB and
they live happily ever after..."
Love, hugs, and kisses,
Abercrombie

Shirley,
Happy Valentine's Day from me
to you.
Hope your wishes come true!
Feelings for you I love to show
Really wanted you to know!
Laverne
Michael,
This day would be made perfect
if you would only say that you will
be my Valentine.
Love,
Your little Janet
i

. OR B IT fill
JUST A BUNCH
OFHOOeY?

If these times are convenient
for you, please leave your name,
box and phone number with Mrs.
Noonan, (ext. 432) so that another time can be arranged.

Andy Crow,
I think you're adorable!!!
An assymetrical admirer.

Your six-year-old

i

m coffee warn® a
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portunity to gain insight into
government contracting. Ability
to work well with public and by
phone. 10 hours per week, 3.50
per hour. Contact Kathy Mills in
Financial Aid.

ClNESTUDIO

Dearest Boo Baby,
Have a Valentine's Day! EH!
Please wish Oscar a good day, too.
Subby you tubooh nuh bite.
Love,
Ted Dren
Cindy W. Let it be said " H e was
a fellow of infinite bad mirth and
equivocation would be his undoing." Hopefully not soon. :
Hartford HamJet
To Mary Ellen, Alexandra and
Lee Anne,
Be my Valentine's darlings and,I'll
love you all forever.
From Jim

James Joyce (Leopold Bloom)I believe in you. Just don't go
blind!
Love,
Nora (Molly)

Martha:
Is everyone like an onion?
Think about that for a while!
Happy Valentine's Day to a very
special person!
Guess who?
To Gumby's Greatest Fan!
Will you be my greatest Valentine? I'm too shy to ask in person
so please read this valentine from
me'to you.
Shy

To all women of color on the
Trinity College Campus,
Have a beautiful Valentine's
Day.
Men of T.C.B.
We love and appreciate you
To the Funston Crew:
The Chick loves ya!
5-AliveC
L.G.-Pretty cute little one, my room
at 11p.m. for a surprise. See you
in Bible...one of these days.
Stuart:
Happy Valentine's Day to a
special friend! You are one of the
best things I'v.e found here!
(Sound familiar?)
L.K-.V.
Carol:
How about some squid for Valentine's Day? Have a great day!
Love you, buddy!
L.

Dear Monica and Susan,
Smile and be happy. Remember
you'll always be in my heart. I
' love.you. Happy Valentine's P a y ^ ,
Your roommate,
Maria
To the sexy Trinity cheerleaders
(M. ,A. ,J. ,G. ,M.) Thanks for
the loyal support- it is much appreciated.
Some fans
Paula and Glenn,
We appreciate all that you've
done. Thanks for loaning us your
home. Hope you have a happy
Valentine's Day!
ASIA
Surprise!!
Lia and Rob, you are two of
the nicest sweethearts I know!
Have a happy Valentine's Day!
Don't eat too much chocolate!
Guess who?
Pen, Barb
Happy Valentine's Day to two
wonderful roomies and friends.
Thanks for putting up with me.
Love,
Eva
P.S. Someone please do the dishes

To M.H.
"Therefore be at peace with
God, whatever you conceive Him
to be, and whatever your labbors
and aspirations...Keep peace with
your soul...Be cheerful. Strive to
be happy."
Love,
A.S.

Phone 547-0263

TRINITY PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
1 0 % D i S C O U n t on Case Purchases
219 New Britain Ave., Hartford, Conn.
(corner Henry St. next the the Tap Cafe)
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To Paul-- my favorite ooky,
Join me in a throw or two?
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you,
Sharin

Roses are red
Violets are blue
When I think of dead mice
I think of you!
Be mine, Ashley.

M.P.S.I'm so glad you're here- I am
too.
Love you,
Alex

Lizzie...The Great Tall One
Our wandering traveller
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you,
Sharin

Floyd

Kathy (Smegma-Breath),
Here's to your lovely layout,
ominous organ, and mealy mouth!
Love,
Dowdy and Slovenly

Boopsie—
Give me your hot monkey love!
Your Secret Valentine
Happy Valentine's Day, Ted Coxe
from a hot freshman blonde.

Gates and Charlie W.~
I couldn't have done this and
wouldn't be here without you
guys.
Thanks and love,
Alex

To Ben- the foremost authority
on Moses Brown,
Has Karel found his beepers?!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Sharin

Roses are red
Violets are blue
Everyone knows, Grant, 3's better
than 2.
T.K. andR.H.

Gates,Portage, Eagle River, Denali,
the highway, Moose-- How 'bout
it!?!
Liz
Paul,
You're fantastic, I love you,
happy day, and thanks. You're a
real buddy.
Liz
Sharin,
Thanks for being there when I
need you. Hoping for another
Mac truck? Happy Day!
Love,
Liz
Sis,

Thanks for being such a good
friend. People like you are few
and far between. Have a happy
Heart's Day. I love you.
Liz
9,
Happy Valentine's Day to the
defensive player with the best offensive moves,
Love,
12

Jerome (aka "Scoop"):
Don't forget to come get your
free press pass. Thanks for all
your help. Good luck for the rest
of squash.
Kathy.

0

Sharin:
Happy Valentine's Day! Eyelids aren't all they're cracked up
to be,
Love you,
Kathy
Dear Paul,
Happy Valentine's Day to one
of the nicest humanoid units I
know. Hope you had a fantastic
trip.
Love you,
.
Katry
Todd and Margo:
I miss you. Happy Valentine's
Day.
Love,
Peri
HeyI fell (again!) Where were you?
You'll just have to make it up to
me SOMEHOW!!! Happy Valentine's Day!
Much love,
TheClutz

Ted Coxe is our Valentine's GodSecond Floor North Campus

Hi Ken.
L'amour ideal n'existe pas...But I
sure do like you a hell of a lot.
Love?
The hopeless idealist
Happy Valentine's Day, God Jr!
Heartfelt wishes from all your
subordinates at Cinestudio
Dear Phoebette,
I've only known you for a couple of months, it's true, but I am
lucky to have such a friend as you.
I love you,
Paddington
Susie,
An extended Valentine wish to
my heart sister! Here's to a great
friend and that initial bottle of
wine last Saturday! Get psyched
for New Englands!
Bev,
How could I forget my Big Sister
on
Valentine's
Day?
Thaaaanks for always helping me
feel welcome! Your "oldest" little
sis!
Karen, Carolyn, & Melissa,
Happy Valentine's Day to three
very special roommates!! You
guys are great!
Love,
Mel
Mark,
You didn't think I'd forget to
wish you Happy Valentine's Day!
Just wanted to let you know I
care!
All my love,
B.F.M.
Lizzy, Lise, Suey, Annie, Lanes,
Schwartzy, and LesterI love you guys
(More than M&M's even)
Squeeze
Lucy, .
You wild and crazy woman!
May all your Valentine wishes
come true.
Always love,
Ethel
Jarvis 333:
Sometimes I think love isn't fair
'cause to give you a kiss. I have
to stand on a chair.
P.S. Meet me halfway
Here's a little Valentine to number 32
I'd like to take a time-out to say
thanx, I still love you.
Scary M.

A.W.
I miss us, but there is still magic
somewhere.
Love,
A.S.
DaveWhat's there to say?
Thank you — you're beautiful.
LA.S.
C.C.T.V. Nice butt. (Rishe.)
"Let's pretend we're married and
go all night..." (n.s. not) Thanks
for always enduring.
XXXOOO
It's Valentine's Day, Hernan!
B.F.D.!
There is a solus h. Te amo.
Always,
your morona
Chick, honey, girlie!
Home soon enough we'll be getting a carat and a white fur for
Valentine's - " I can't let go
now..." Watch out Butch!
Funston crew and Five Alive, I
love you all. '84 will be the best!
Aids
To the BOC,
We are fortunate to have you
on campus. You make life here
bearable.
The Bocettes
P.S. We love you all. Guess who?

Deadline: Friday, 6 p.m.

Lisa and Carol:
For a couple of freshman you're
alright. Glad I got to know you.
Happy Valentine's Day you wild
women!
Elaine

Skipper,
Our condolences for your pneumonia and tonsiltectomy senior
year in H.S. You make our hearts
"Pitty-pat"
Happy Vaalentine's Day.
Love,
Midge, Missy, Muffy, and Wench
XOXO

My Sweet Baboo—
I love you more than ever (How
much does "ever" love you?)
Sally

Dearest Darling Dan,
Our second Valentine's Day together- so where are the flowers,
candy, and card? There's still
time. Happy Valentine's Day!
Who else?
Andrew,
Whenever I need you, you're
there.
I love you.
Stephanie
' • ' -.
Dear Men's Track:
Hey you guys- do you use those
legs for anything else?
Secret Admirers
TO: R.W. & C.Z.
I love you both, you sexy things!
Love,
A.T.S.
To Tony Craft:
Thanks, hon, for 15 months of
incredible joy and happiness.
Looking forward to manymore.
Love ya much!
Gina
TomMarry me.
Julia

My dearest Max,
You can "steal my Christmas"
any time. (Corny, eh?)
, Love,1 >' ' "'
Cindy Lou Who
If I pass the painting test and
get my resume in by April will you
LP,
hire me for Nantucket? Mom said
Thanks for the "purdy" great
I could.
times these past few week! I hope
ALK
there are many more to come!
Happy Valentine's Day!
To my red-hot-lover-man: i
Love,
Happy Valentine's Day I'm happy
Nance
we have each other.
Love always,
Sweetie
Happy Valentine's Day, S-Man!
Thanks for the very,special 2 1/2
months.
Regina (J.M.B.)
Love ya, sweetheart!
Happy Valentine's Day.
B1
Love you,
P.S. " I and I "
W.R.F.

Elaine-You're doing a great job.
Happy (late) Birthday & V-Day.
(No, not V.D.)
Love,
K.
On a secret journey, with no need
for a key to an open door. Remember, ta-care-row, Chippahwah.
The Goof
Happy Valentine's Day to Mrs.
Andropov- from all the boys at
the"Y"
Be my Valentine E. Wally .S.~
from your periodic maintenance
man.
Nara,
All the world's a stage but with
one light the best is yet to come
forever.
Stone
,
Julia L.

You can send a Tripod personal anytime.
Twenty-five words for twenty-five cents.
"Personals, Box 1310, 06106."

Air Bear,
You get 745 merits for making.
me fly high. So glad you navigated your way into my life.
Love,
Snookums

Jim. '
Get psyched for an upcoming
pizza party. I love you.
Muffy
Daniel Edward:
At times things get rough
And we both forget to smile
Then I think of the good times
Which makes the tears worthwhile.
Dizzy is someone
I'd like to ask for a kiss
but I'm much too shy,
so I'll just send him this:
Happy Valentine's Day!
Secret Admirer
I'd like to wish you a very Happy
Valentine's Day Mr. Der.
To D:
•
Happy Valentine's Day.
You're the Top!
Love,
The Bottom

. • • • ' •

When winter comes will spring
be far behind? We await the Voice
of the Turtle on Pine St. and here.
Urfan

To Jenny, Karen, and KimThree very special people. Thanks
for everything.
B.B.M.

Showboat,
K and S and me, will tiptoe
through the snowflakes with thee.
Cactus, Dan. Barbara

To Hugh- V
Listen y'all, I love ya.
Love,
Al

Dear David,
You're my favorite "goomba"
and I love you! I can't wait 'til
June!
Love,
Janice.
Kim, Beth, and Julia"
Happy V.D. The gift that lasts
forever. :
•
JuJu: " :-.,: , • -• : :
Give up on Greek gods, ants,
and balding actors. It's time to
throw the Harlequins on fire and
marry the librarian(s).
P.S. Love stinks. Let's be frustrated togeher.
Kathy:
Thanks for everything. Keep
passing the open windows.
Love,
•

E..
Princess Charming:
So how's February in Vermont?
Do you prefer hot tubs or hot
lights? Is it not on the conscience
of man to love everything till
proven guilty? Stay away from
freshmen.
Love,
The always charming Emily
Mas Cara Li],
We've known each other for a
long time, 1/8 of 4 years, and our
friendship has been very fine. I
hope that something else will appear.
Hey Number 20,
You're higher up there than that
with me. Just watch the tickling
to stay there!
Love ya!
P.S. Move that bike...
Boogie,
Roses are red
Violets are blue
You know its no secret that I love
you.'

' ..

. . • ' . •

Love,
F.H.S.
Yo BoboBe my Valentine! You are a
fantastic person- thanks for the
many smiles!
.
•:,'
Love,
Kath
Burger & C.C.B.
Happy Valentine's Day my big
B.C. roommates. I love you both
very much!

xxoo
Love,
OB
NancyBe his Valentine. Remember our
vow. I've done my deal, now it's
your turn. Go for it, only three
months left!
J.H.L.
You will always be my best
friend and my one true valentine.
Be good or try to be!
Much love,
XXOO
WendyHappy Valentine's Day &
Happy Birthday! Thanx for being
so exceptional.
Love you,
Kathy
To The Staff:
. Quit harrassing me, or I'll turn
into the Big Bad Wolf. Who's
; Afraid? This means you.
The Boss
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Semester At Sea Provides
An Interesting Challenge
continued from page 1
came more familiarized with the
ship they gained more responsibility for it's maintenance. Jacobson
says, "The first two weeks were
the learning portion." Professionals ran the ship and gave orders to the students. Afler three
weeks, however, control was relenquished to the students and
they became responsible For
"making the ship run."
The students also participated
in research and everyone was responsible Tor gathering data for
scientist's projects. "Our first port
was Antigua." Mike research
project was to take water samples
in the bay for his Water Quality
studies in the Antigua, West Indies. "It was a good feeling to
know that we were cruising
around in the little wooden boat

Michael Jacobson during his semester at sea.

Zurles Has New Ideas
For Womens Center
continued from page 1
women and minorities, the Women's Center's biggest problem is
the Jack of awareness on the part
of the student body as to its objectives and purposes on campus.
Although the Women's Center is
just that, a "Women's" Center,
Zurles does not see it as an "isolated . or elitist" organization,
and urges all students including
men to come and find out what it
has to offer them. When asked
whether she thought a similar organization should be created for
men Zurles replied "yes" and
commented that the changes in the

position of women in society and
the subsequent problems ' which
have made necessary a Women's
Center, also affect men who ought
to have a Men's Center to help
them specifically with adapting to
the new values and position taken
by women in society.
•'•• 111 any case* until such a time as
similar provisions are made for
both sexes, either by establishing
a Men's Center, or simply a "center" for both women and men,
everyone is welcome to use the
Women's Center which has a library of books on women's issues
which may be taken out and a
large room in which students can
study or talk.

Historian To Speak
On Lydia Maria Child
Hartford, CT-Deborah P .
Clifford, a specialist in women's
history and the biographer of Julia Ward Howe, will speak at
Trinity College at 4 pm on Monday, February 20, in the Alumni
Lounge of Mather Campus Center. The lecture, which is sponsored by the history department
at Trinity and is open to the public, is entitled, "Lydia Maria Child
and the Early Antislavery Movement."
Clifford, who is President of the
Vermont Historical Society and
sometime lecturer at Middlebury
College and the University of Vermont, is currently writing a biography of Lydia Maria Child, the
19th century author, feminist and
abolitionist who is perhaps best
known for her two-volume 'His-

tory of the Condition of Woman

Budget Committee At-large
Jim Schact 189 *
Barney Corning 98
Thomas Swiers 88
Dawn Grigsby 83

Senior Class Rep.
Michael Licber 74

Junior Class Rep.
Jim Schacht 114
Freshman Class Rep.
Missy Bronzino 50 *
Lance Babbit 49
Chris Battista 33
John Dalsheim 32
David, Rubinger 25
Joanne Gallo 22
Allan Harris 17
High Rise
David Sherrill 27 *
Rob Hopkins 17
Elton
Bryant Zanko 20 *

M.A.C. Formed By SGA
Thirsty? When is the pub opening? Complaints about the bookstore? Will Mather ever be
finished?
The newly formed student Government Association's Mather
Advisory Committee will answer
these questions and any other affairs concerning Mather Campus
Center.
IT'S ABOUT TIME the students had some input concerning
their students center. The Mather
Advisory Committee will confront issues such as:
, .
1. Vendors in Mather basement-who? How Often?
2.Use of Mather's facilities and

how they are booked.
3.Pub Service-hours, days,
merchandise, prices, etc.
4.Use of lobby and lounge
areas.
5.Student Activity Office Space
6. Any other advice on affairs
concerning Mather Campus Center.
Suggestion boxes will be placed
in Mather so YOU the students
can voice your opinions. Any
questions? CONTACT: Marilyn
Weiss, (Chairperson) box 902,
Dave Hill, box 1733, Bill Vasil,
box 1503, Jame McDonough, box
1238, Melissa Farley, box 133, Bill
Markowitx, box 726, Steve Norton, box 1280.

in All Ages, published in 1832.
In 1979 Clifford published Mine
Eyes Have Seen the Glory; A Biography of Julia Ward Howe (Atlantic Monthly Press). She has
also published articles on the
women's suffrage movement in
the journal, Vermont History, and
her current research interests include, in addition to Child, the
Women's Christian Temperence
movement in Vermont.
CONNECTICUT .
CANCER INFORMATION

CALL
1-800-4-CANCER

sT *&£/>
X

Election Results Are In
At-large Rep
Kate Land 275 *
Pam VonSeldeneck 175 *
Jim Schact 173
Kim Remick, 141
Brian Wanerman 79
Dawn Grigsby 49
William Gleckner 39

and this was our work."
The Westward cancelled its trip
to Grenada after American troops
invaded and instead headed for
Bequia, a small island 40 miles
north of Grenada. It's an island
devoted to boating and still retains it's native character. Residents would run their dorries to
the ship to sing and peddle their
wares. While there was time for
students to go snorkeling and explore, two daily classes in nautical
science and oceanography were
held on board. In these classes
students were able to apply their
knowledge to the actual happenings on the ship. Over the course
of their travels the students also
had to work of a 10 question examination that required students
to gather thier own data. If people
had free time they worked on the
exams. "It was a real intellectual
experience..,We cooperated in a

John Shiftman 18
Everett Sussman 9
Tony Constanzo 7
Jones
Claudia Baio 44
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comfortable lab setting, although
pouring samples in small beakers
in a rocking ship is kind of difficult."
Mike learned that operating a
ship is not a luxury. Part of the
students watch duty was Dawn
Clean-up from 4am. to 5am. Once
a week was "field day" in which
students came aon deck with
toothbrushes and bung knives to
scrape away dirt. There was also
the bow watch. Mike would spend
an hour sitting on the bow in the
dark watching for other boats,
dolphins, and anything else. "No
one was allowed to talk to you...If
it was a stormy night you put on
you foul weather gear and get
splashed in the face over and over
again... it was a great time for
introspection.
As a watch officer Mike Was
assigned to find Aves Island
"which is about as big as Mather.
You could sail past it or sail over
it and never know you missed it,
" said Jacobson. Mike was required to use celestial navagation
and supervise the crew to land
near the island.
As for living on a ship...Mike
admits, "everyone got seasick for
the first few days....but you went
to class and filled your watch."
And there isn't much privacy. The
space that's exclusively yours is
you-bunk."You get very colse to
the. people on your watch since
you work and eat with them. No
"special
relationships"
or
"S.R.s" were allowed on the ship,
although Mike conceeds some did
occur. Before dinner on Friday
nights is "swizzle". A cocktail
party where people competed to
wear the. most- outlandish shirts. .
The Sea Semester program was
created eleven years ago by the
Sea Education Association. Since
then more than 1500 students have
participated in the program.
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Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
interested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Congress in their offices and on their committees.
• Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy
issues.
• Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman of the Congressional
Intern Advisory Council.
• Discussion Groups to share information and opinions with fellow student.
participants from around the country,
Filing deadline for Semester
April 2.
:.
For applications and information:

I:

BOSTON UNivERsiTy
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of UberalArts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

617/353-2408

An Equal Opportunity Institution
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The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL
What About Ogilby?
Now that the fraternity issue has been solved in the eyes
of the administration, it's time to face another issue which
is tied to the fraternities: the status of Ogilby. It seems
ridiculous to think that Trinity has restricted dorms, but
that's exactly what Ogilby is. Ogilby, one of Trinity's best
dorms, is available only to a small, exclusive percentage
of the Trinity population. This is simply unfair • and what
is most puzzling is the fact that most Trinity students don't
care (or maybe they don't know) that they are being denied
the opportunity to live in Ogilby.
Of course, this is a very simple analysis of a complex
situation. Ogilby was built with money given to tthe College. No restrictions were placed on these gifts, but an
agreement was made in the form of a memorandum which
stated that preference would be given to Delta Psi brothers
for rooms in the North Wing. There is question as to
whether this agreement can be seen as a legal contract,
but even if the College wishes to follow the original agreement, only the North Wing should'be set aside for Delta
Psi brothers. As it stands now any additional rooms are
open to the general Trinity population, but this fact is not
well known and the precedent seems to be that only friends
of Delta Psi brothers have applied for these rooms. This
agreement is subject to change, and if the College is considering re-negotiating, it should put Ogilby on the housing
lottery and make it open to all Trinity students.
The fact remains that Ogilby is a Trinity dorm and in
being given exclusive rights to this dorm the Brotherhood
of Delta Psi is being extended a privilege available to no
other Trinity student or organization. What attribute belongs only to Delta Psi which gives them this standing in
the eyes of the College? This isan issue which bridges the
schism between the pro and anti-frat camps. As such it
should be resolved and not accepted as part of the statusquo at Trjnity.
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Letters
Authorized Workers Will Not Abuse Surveillance
Dear Editor,
In the February 7 edition of the
Tripod an article appeared regarding the abuse of the Security
cameras on Saturday, February 4.
The students employed by the
Security Department did not start
their assignments until Monday,
February 6. Whoever abused the
operation of the system was unauthorized to be in the office of
Mr. Gorlick-Asmus.
Guidelines on the operation, of
the video equipment have been

imposed on those students who are
employed by the Security Department to ensure that such abuses
do not occur.
The incident of irresponsible
behavior by this unauthorized
person detracts from the positive
aspect of our new technology and
demeans those student workers
employed by the Security Department, who I consider of absolute
integrity.
•
I have been notified that Mr.

Gorlick-Asmus will investigate
and identify the individual responsible and, I would expect,
discipline the person(s) involved.
. I would like to take this opportunity to apologize to the two
women who were harassed by this
individual and hope that all of us
have the patience required during
the maturation of the system.
Sincerely,
Michael Schweighoffer

Lack Of Action In Rape Incident Is Inexcusable
Editor's Note: The following is a
copy of a letter sent to President
English.
Dear Dr. English:
I am writing in regard to the socalled "ugly episode" referred to
in your Annual Report. I want to
add my voice to those concerned
with the inadequate response by
the Administration to the alleged
fratenity rape incident. Your inability to even mention the rape directly is but one more indication
of the College's unwillingness to
confront a despicable but correctable problem.
I am a proud graduate of Trinity College. I've contributed to the
alumni fund loyally since I was
graduated. I have recommended
the College enthusiastically to high
school students and their parents.
I still value the many friends and
professional contacts that have
grown out of my Trintiy experience. AH that is threatened by the
toothless actions of the Trustees.
I am not going to pass judgment on the role fraternities play
in college life. During my years at
Trinity, fraternities contributed to
an open and democratic social en-

vironment that was shared by
everyone at the College. Strong
arguments can still be made for
their continued existence. Although I began hearing reports
from Trinity students during the <
late 70s of an increasingly sexist
attitude among some in the fraternity system, it would be unfair to
suggest that this reflects the feelings of most of its members. Similarly, the rape incident is not
necessarily an indication of a
deeper sickness in the fraternity
system. But clearly the cowardly
slap on the wrist recommended by
the Trustees is not enough to alert
the College community that sexism on any level is unacceptable
at Trinity.
I supported the faculty decision
to phase out the fraternities and
sororities. The decision to require
all fraternities and sororities to
open their doors to both men and
women could have been understood as a reasonable compromise
under pressure from strong backers of the existing system.. But 1
was very angered to learn that the
Administration caved in to that
compromise and frternities will,

in many cases, continue operating
with closed membership.
The values that Trinity trumpets each year in its calls for alumni aid sound very hollow. I now
find it impossible to continue my
support of the College. I also hope
to influence parents, teachers and
potential Trinity students by telling them about this incident and
its handling by the Administration
and Trustees.
I hope the actions by the College- or really its iack of action-.
will provoke a backlash among its
concerned alumni. The many
Trinity graduates who I am in
contact with are unanimous in
their disappointment and anger at
the current resolution of this incident.
Perhaps the Trustees could see
fit to review and reverse its misguided conclusions.
I look forward to the day when
L once again can proudly say that
I am a graduate of Trinity College.
Sincerely,
JonEntine'74
Producer, NBC Nightly News

Co mm en tary———
Soviet Union To Choose Successor
Mikhail S. Gorbachev

by Royce Dalby
Since last Thursday's death of
Yuri V. Andropov there has been
much world-wide speculation as
to who would emerge as the next
Soviet leader, just as there was
fifteen months ago with the death
"Of former President Leonid
Brezhnev.
The reign of Andropov has seen
a break-down in east-west relations, and it is hoped that the new
leader will seek a more stable and
compromising relationship with
the west.
Kremlin watchers, experts on
the internal politics of the Soviet
Union, say that the choice of the
successor will show the world the
path the nation wishes to pursue
in the coming years. Currently
there appear to be two rival factions within the twelve remaining
members of the Politburo, those
who favor the liberal policies of
Brezhnev and the other younger
reform-minded disciples of Andropov.
.
It is unknown which of these
factions will succeed in gaining the
presidency, but there are signs
which tell Kremlin watchers who
are the faction leaders, and, therefore, the likely candidates for the
j o b .

'..'•'."••

'.

The, likely successors can be
narrowed:down to.three:

At only 53 Gorbachev is the
youngest member of the Politburo. He is seen as having close
political ties to Andropov and is
believed to have been his right
hand man. It is reported that Gorbachev served as go-between for
Andropov and the Politburo while
the former was in the hospital
these last few months.
Gorbachev became a member of
the Politburo five years ago, and
in the past year was made the head
of Soviet agriculture and the food
processing industry, a prestigious
and important position in the Soviet Union.
Other signs of his growing influence are seen in his foreign
travel as a representative for his
nation. He was in Canada last
May and in Portugal in December.
Due to his close ties with Andropov and his foreign experience, Gorbachev seems the most
likely successor should the Soviet
Union decide to maintain its present course: His only drawback is
his age.

Grigori Romanov
Romanov is another conservative in the Andropov mold. At 61
he spent the past thirteen years as

head of the communist party in
Leningrad before being brought
up to the Politburo last July.
He is seen as a strict and efficient administrator, but he has the
reputation of enjoying high standards of living which are likely to
work to his detriment.

Konstantin Chernyenko
, Many believe'that Chernyenko
has the best chance at gaining the
leadership despite his ties to
Brezhnev and opposition to Andropov.
• Chernyenko was the other major candidate in line for Brezhnev's jobi and had actually been
the choice of the former president
as successor.
He was Brezhnev's, right-hand
man for twenty years and recently
has been responsible for the ideological matters of the party.
A sign of Chernyenko's influence could be suggested by his
being chosen to arrange the funeral of Andropov despite being
his adversary.
.• .
-A short coming, however, is
Chernyenkb's lack of an education and no high-level leadership
experience within the party. Despite this, his chances look favorable. -
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Arts/Entertainment
Space Relations Unify Artist
by Steven Brcuman

Detail of Rods n' Checks from this week's Senior Exhibit by Elena
photo by Scoll Pools
Colombo.

Rappers Scratch At Club
the song "The Message" , the
band performed Several mock acts
of violence including a knifing and
Leather, lots of it. When they
a shooting.
first came on stage I could actually smell it. Beads, braids, studs ,
The conflicting themes of peace
and spikes - this was the Grand
and violence aren't the only topics
Master Flash and the Furious Five
the band embrace. Sexual gesturshow last Friday at West Harting and innuendo proved that the
ford's Agora. Before the band
guys had more than brotherly love
(can I call them that?) came on
on their minds. One of their first
stage I speculated as to what sort
claims was that they were going to
of show it might be. The stage
"make love to all the pretty ladies
contained at>out five microphones
out there tonight." This was foland a mixing board. As 1 was to lowed by a little synchronized hip
learn as they made their grand engyration meant for the females in
trance, the Master and crew dazthe1 audience.
zle with their style, not their
Things came to a head when
musical talent.
one new member of the group
They used no instruments, all
took to the stage to do a dance
the music was pre-recorded with
routine to a Pat Benatar song. The
additional scratching and mixing
crowd did not appreciate this segoccuring on location. The group
ment, though only a few up front
members rapped over this while
booed. The band became* emdancing, .acting and performing
broiled in a verbal argument with
magic tricks.
a few specific audience members,
hastening a close to the show.
Besides being immensely entertaining, the group's tendency to
The group works very well topreach about peace and love begether, it is in their interaction
came confusing and quickly tirewith the audience that they lose
some. The racially mixed crowd
some of their style. They seem to
was encouraged to look around at
need their collective egos boosted
each other and chant "unity."
after every song. Perhaps if they
This display of peace was in direct
stuck to putting on what was a
conflict with the violence which
quality show, instead of worrying
was enacted upon the stage.
about the audience reaction, they
By the way of introduction to
might have been better received.
by Michelle Roubal

The Studio Arts Department's
series of senior exhibits continued
this week with a display of work
by Elena Colombo. The show included diverse media all of which
had a graphic core. Although the
paintings were imbued with a captivating sense of spacial movement, this element was more
powerfully wrought in Miss Colombo's sculpture and etchings.
With only insignificant exceptions
the display presented an exciting
idea of viewing space.
In a clear acrylic piece called
Plexi Rods and Voids the artist
defines transparent yet solid
space. In an admirably susinct
work a pattern is established and
violated. The same space is in one
instance filled with material and
in another is vacant. The economy
of physical elements facilitates the
ease of understanding.
Miss Colombo again creates occupied space where none exists in
Drilled Plexi. In a two-level acrylic
environment cylinders appear to
exist where the plastic has been

removed. By working in plexiglass
the artist is able distort and create
space on a whim. The works mentioned above succeed massivly in
this respect. Using casting plaster, a more conventional sculpture
material, Neck Bust achieves similar results. While the medium
now prevents the direct creation
of space, it also forces the artist
to focus her intentions more carefully. The surface of the piece can
be seen as a play between light and
dark or object and background. I
am not fully convinced that each
element which creates this effect
is integral to the piece per se, but
I'm also not sure it matters.
The Twenty State Print (number 16) was another unifying element of this senior exhibit. By
combining overlapping, embossed
and diagonal lines this print becomes an array of spacial systems
superimposed on each other.
There is no clear distinction between which rules of interaction
apply to which areas of the image.
It is this near frustrating quality
which makes the work so attractive. While it is never fully satisfying to view it is intriguing

enough to continue to look
at.Although on a much smaller
scale It's Not a Fish works the
same way.
In two ink drawings of a ham-,
mer Miss Colombo offers the
viewer another distortion of real
space. Stark front and rear views
loom alone in undefined space.
Sinuous lines replace shadows as
the key indications of contour.
The artist's attention to detail and
technical excellence are perfectly
•honed in this work.
Amid the pieces described above
,hid a few works which were palled
in comparison. Typical of these
was Bari Seascape, a small water
color. The view is pleasently reduced to masses of color and grey
which hover in a white field. Although these pieces are entertaining, the temptation to include
them in a culminating presentation should be resisted.
The. work of Elena Colombo,
as viewed in Garmany Hall, AAC
presented an exciting visual display. The strong unity of concept
in the work made the show, unlike
others of its kind, itself a fufilling
experience. Miss Colombo's ability to create and present intriguing
images could be improved most
quickly by the exercise of her editing skills.

rare

wit... thoroughly E
enjoyable."E
NEW YORK TIMES
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Semi-Annual Art Orging
by Carl Rosen
Every Saturday morning I am awakened by an arts-conscious citizen in search of information. Am I special? No, but my phone number
is the dream of any dyslexic in search of the Bushnell Memorial Ticket
Office. I think that corporate hag, Ma Bell, transposed the two phone
numbers on the day the courts made her a bag-lady. For the reader's
information the number of the Bushnell is 246-6807. If you would
like to write for the Arts/Entertainment section of the Tripod, you
can call the editor at 246-6087, or leave a note for me at the Tripod
office.
In his understandably prejudiced study of Stalin, Leon Trotsky
wrote that Stalin simply "stepped out of the Kremlin wall" one day
to assume the leadership of the Soviet state. As the new Arts/Entertainment editor of the Tripod, it may seem that I, in Tripod terms of
Trotsky's version of Stalin, have been propelled into a responsible
position from a relatively obscure situation. I have been a staff writer
for this paper, but by chief experience has been a variety of board
positions on Trinity's radio alternative, WRTC-FM. I hope to bring
some interesting crossover ideas to the Tripod, including a focus on
arts events in the Capitol area which are of interest to the Trinity
community. With the express purpose of repeating myself, I hope
that anyone interested in the arts, or in anything of aesthetic interest,
or anyone interested in writing as an art, will contact the Arts department of the Tripod. Article assignments are given out on Tuesday
nights in the Jackson basement Tripod office.

Neck Bust" by senior artist Elena Colombo.

photo by Soott Poole

Vinegar Tom Premiere At Austin
Hartford, CT — "Vinegar
Tom," an exciting new play by
Caryl Churchill, will be performed in the Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center February 17 and 18 and February 23,24
and 25 at 8 pm. Caryl Churchill is
the author of "Fen," "Cloud
Nine," and "Top Girls." .
"Vinegar Tom," a play about
witchcraft in seventeenth century
England, is written from a feminist-socialist perspective. Full of
humor and passion, the play
shows the constraints and pressures of a narrow society on a noblewoman, and the poverty,
humiliation and oppression that

were a woman's lot in this era.
The play includes seven songs,
that are comments on the action.

11111 n i rixnxcn

RERattheCITY

"Vinegar Tom" is directed by
Trinity's visiting director-in-residence, Leonardo Shapiro, who
has directed many off-Broadway'
productions, and was artistic director of the Shaliko Company
from 1971-1976. Shapiro feels that
this play will provoke an exciting
and different reaction from the
Trinity community. It is the first
play of its type to be performed
at Trinity, and the controversial
subject matter should prove to
make the play.more than just entertaining.

Wednesday-Saturday, Feb. 1 5 1 8

and
HAROLD and MAUDE
Sunday-Tuesday,

Feb. 19-21

Or. Strangelove
Program subject to cnange

CINEMACITYHTFD
[olBRAINARD RD & 1-91 NR• VAUt'S..
E J RtCLINtfl CHAIRS 549-0030
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Arts /En tertainm ent
Virtuosos Sing True
by Michael McCormac
Just two weeks after their performance of Mozart's opera "The
Impressario," Carol Ann O'Connor, soprano, and Peter Harvey,
tenor, returned to Goodwin Theater, this time with a repetoire consisting of duets and solos from the
opera and musical comedy literatures.
Exerpts from Leonard Bernstein's musical adaptation of Voltaire's "Candide" constituted the
most endearing section of the first
half. In "Oh, Happy We" Candide and Cunegonde relate their
respective visions of the future,
Cunegonde describing "glowing
rubies," Candide, "glowing
logs." Cunegonde, "loyal servants" and Candide, "loyal dogs."
Their dreams are dashed by the
invasion of Westphalia after
which they give each other up for
dead. The next two songs are
scenes from Cunegonde's travels,
"My Love," sung by Peter
Harvey, being an attempt at the
seduction of Cunegonde by the
governor of Buenos Aires, and
"Glitter and Be Gay," in which
Cunegonde expresses her doubts,
though they be only momentary,
that jewels and the good life can
compensate for her loss of honor.
Finally, in "You Were Dead, You
Know," Candide and Cunegonde
are reunited and sing this humor-

rg

owner of the Showboat. The feeling is mutual, but too ashamed to
admit it in conversation, they embark upon "Make Believe," in
which they reveal their true feelings under the veil of fantasy.
In "Round and Round," from
Harvey Schmidt's "The Fantasticks" another veil is used, but
one that makes bearable the horror rather than the joy of existence. El Gallo (Peter Harvey)
takes Louisa (Carol Ann O'Connor), a sixteen year old romantic,
on a tour of the world. Every time
reality gets too harsh for Louisa
(these points in the song were
punctuated by whimpers of
"help" from Gerald'Moshell at
the piano) she lifts a magic masque to her face, and the suffering
of mail becomes a "laughing matter."
The Verdi which ended the program served well is a vehicle for
the virtuosity of both performers.
Professor Moshell was a capable
accompanist.
Perhaps the most popular pieces
of the evening were excerpts from
any of a number of compositions
by "Sara Lee." "Walnut Coffee,"
"Black Forest," and
"French Cheese," failed, however, to coax more than nineteen
Trinity undergraduates to the performance.
photo by Scolt Poole

Gerald Moshell accompanies singing performance at Goodwin Theatre.

of her eg. for lost C o n t e m p o r a r y T h e a t r e I n t e r p r e t e d By La MaMa

The first half of the program
was ended with exerpts from
Mo/art Opeias. A sharp contrast
from the Bernstein, both O'Connor and Harvey proved to be
equally convincing in the more serious context of "Voi che fausti"
from "II Re Pastore," and
"Welch ein Geschick" from "The
Abduction of Seraglio."
The second half brought us "il
se fait taud," from Charles Gounod's operatic adaptation of the
"Feust" legend. Peter Harvey, as
the doctor, having secured his
youth through Mephistopheles,
tries to use it on Maguerite. The
voices of Harvey and O'Connor
seemed particularly suited to this
middle Roustitic piece composed
in the same year as Wagner's
"Tristan und Isolde."
Four selections from musical
comedies comprised the main
body of the second half. In "Make
Believe," a song from Jerome
Kern's
"Showboat,"
Peter
Harvey displayed considerable
acting skill while portraying a riverboat gambler who "falls in love
at first sight" with Carol Ann
O'Connor, the daughter of the

•
hy Michelc Sensalc
Stqff Writer
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and plastic arts. Theatre should
also not abandon culture For the
sake of commercial success.
Apparently, her ideology has
worked. La MaMa has grown to
be one of the most influential
schools in theater. La MaMa has
presented over 1200 plays in thrty
different countries and produced
such Artists as playwright Sam
Shepard and actor Al Pacino. The

Trinity met La MaMa through
its founder Ellen Stewart who
spoke in Hamlin Hall Wednesday
night. Ms. Stewart, though softvoiced and innocuous in a grey
sweatshirt and pants and grey
braided hair, spoke confidently
and matter-of-fact!y about her
world-renowned theater school,
the La MaMa Theatre E.T.C. of
New York City, which lies at the
"We do not worship
base of the avant-garde theater.
gods; we worship one
Ms. Stewart started La MaMa
in 1961 in a basement in the East
God and do not dance
Village as a place for her brother
to celebrate life."
and friend Paul Foster to write
and perform plays. La MaMa was
founded on the philosophy that
school exists all over the world:
theater could and should be a uniEurope, the USSR, the Middle
versal medium. Performances
should transcend language and be and Far East, Africa, South
America and Australia, as well as
both enjoyable and understnadathe U.S. It is Ms. Stewart's funcble to any audience. In keeping
tion as founder to open the
with this philosophy, La MaMa
places great emphasis on the non- schools. She is not, nor has ever
been, a director claiming she was
verbal aspects of a production:
"never interested in the theater;"
music, movement, dance, visuals

Meet Gowan McGland, poet. He drinks and lies.
Sleeps with other men's wives. He hasn't written a word in years,
but every woman he meets falls in love with him.
Congratulations Gowan, you've finally turned failure
into an art form!
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rather, she is "interested in people," Her main concern has essentially been the construction of
means for universal communication through theater arts. In fact,
when she sees a play,Ms. Stewart
"pretends to be Chinese to see if
I can understand it."
La MaMa has grown incredibly
since its inception. They began in
a basement which they transformed in to a very small coffeehouse theater. Of her audience
then, she said,"Five people was
big!" Ms. Stewart and the others
in the founding troupe knew
nothing about theater when they
began. At the time, their lighting
consisted of two tin can; their music an old radio; and a bar was
divised from a shoe shine stand. '
They would rehearse in deserted
subway stations for lack of any
other room.
When they travelled to Europe
in 1965, they were the first theater
group to tour,"We were pioneers," Ms. Stewart recalled.
Their ideology really took form at
this point when they found that
their most successful plays in Europe were their most visual ones.
In speaking of La MaMa's ac^
ceptance in Denmark, Ms. Stewart remarked, "They liked us, but
they couldn't understand us — they
called us 'lovable little puppies.'"
They have returned yearly ever
since and now perform not only
their own plays, but also Greek,
Shakespearean and other American plays.
Ms. Stewart was then asked to
state distinguishing factory between American and other theater. She claims that the physical
and visual element is different for
Americans. She believes that
Americans are "hindered from
expression by our Puritan heritage." Americans are riot free;
"we do not worship gods; we
worship one God and do not
dance to celebrate life." This, she
.. believes, is the reason that dance
and movement are not integral

pans of our culture as they are in
perhaps a third world country.
However, she continues, Americans compensate with their immense energy and power of
innovation.
The most poignant- question
dealth with the limited and stifling
roles of blacks in theater. Before
answering the question, Stewart,,
broadened the scope of its reference to include all minorities. She
said, "It is a cruel sea. And blacks
are not the only ethnic minority.
We must think beyond ourselves,
because other minorities don't
have a place either," Ms. Stewart
maintains that an individual of
any group must work to "create
their own place," where you can
"do what you want because it's
yours." When La MaMa was conceived, there was no roorn for
blacks. She altered that to a "radical extent." Based on her experience and success, she adds
"nothing stops you from making
a place. Nothing."
She may be right. La MaMa has
thrived and grown. It continues to
be both innovative and influential. They have influenced direction with "Hair" and treatment
of theme, here homosexuality,
with Fierstein's "Torch Song Trilogy." With such commercial successes as these, "Dreamgirls" and
others* they are still inventing.
Their newest work, "Jerusalem,"
a multi-national piece is a celebration for the end of Holy Week, Is
Ellen Stewart optimistic about
' N.Y. Theater when surrounded by
cynics? Yes, she said, theater is
"aliv&and well and kicking at La
MaMa...Theater dead? No not for
us!"

Open Period
2/15-2/19
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World Outlook
Arab States Moving Towards Moderation
Editor's Note: This article is beings
rerun due to a printer's error last
week. Sorry for any inconvenience.
by Omar Shennib
- The brightest opportunity for
resolving the question of Palestinian nationhood through Arab-Israeli negotiations is available
today. New sets of circumstances,
in the Arab world provide unlimited optimism amongst the educated elite of that region. These
circumstances, which are advantageous for negotiations of a Palestinian settlement, emerged
ironically from the battlegrounds
of Lebanon in December of 1983.
The already complex matrices
of factions and alliances in Lebanon seemed even more confusing
to interested observers when the
Alawate regime of Damascus,
Syria, overtly supported (perhaps
even created) a rival military faction withhvthe P.L.O. This Syrian
scheme to replace Arafat failed
miserably. Overall Palestinian

support for Arafat and condemnation of Syria's President Assad,
especially in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza, are manifestations of Syria's failure °< to take
control of the P.L.O. Arafat also
gained the crucial support of the
Muslim community in Tripoli.
Whilst his troops maintained their
positions around the refugee
camps of Tripoli, Arafat succeeded in negotiating a withdrawal for his troops and his
supporters from Lebanon.
Abu Musa, /the Palestinian
rebel, and his Syrian proteges won
• the battle, but ironically lost the
war for legitimacy. The fact that
: Arafat did get symbolic assurance
from the United Nations to sail
safely from Lebanon meant that
his legitimacy as an internationally recognized political leader was
preserved. The Palestinian Exodus continued. The Greek and
Cypriot ships carried Arafat's
supporters and hoisted the U.N.
flag.
Arafat's shrewd opportunism
and will to survive surfaced dur-

Just A Few Words...
What is going on in the world?
Who cares anyways? Sure, it's an
election year, but I'm a Republican and I'd never vote for Mondale anyhow, so I don't need to
listen to what the candidates have
to say. All (he really important
things in the world, like the Korean plane incident or the war in
Grenada, I hear about eventually,
so I'm not totally ignorant.
This is. an attitude taken by
• many students on this campus, although few would ever verbalize
it for fear of hurting their image.
It is a form of apathy, but it's
more .than that, it's complete introversion.
Trinity College students spend
most of their time looking inwards at themselves; after all, it is
important to know yourself, and
then, if they do happen to. pull
away from that, they look putwards and examine their immediate s.urroundings, going no
farther.
The problem with this is one of
distortion. We' are all here to get
a well rounded education in order
to better understand the world,
but we will never gain any understanding when we leave here believing that a major issue is the
lack of locks on the men's bathrooms or the installation of new
security cameras. These issues are
interesting little things to mention
in passing, but how does so much
emphasis get put upon them? Even
in our own lives these things are
totally insignificant, yet they are
made to play a grossly exaggerated role.
Perhaps these issues arise from
the educational need for controversy and argument to expand
ones thinking ability, after all, a
well argued thought is a sign of
an education. If this is so, however, then we are grasping at
straws. This is an election year.
The marines are still fighting in
Lebanon. U.S.-Soviet relations
are at their worst since the cold
war. Many matters are taking
place that will affect our lives after
we leave this quiet haven.
Much of the present attitude
surely comes as a backlash to the
radicalism of the sixties, but if the

sixties show us anything, it is that
new ideas do come from the people who are our age. One of the
great accomplishments of the period is the increased rights given
to minoriUejS and w.onfen^.brjng-j
ing this nation closer to the ideal
envisioned in the constitution. But
what happened to the Equal
Rights Amendment? It would
have been in keeping both with
the constitution and with the
growing national trend towards
, complete equality. What it Sacked
was any student spirit behind it.
It was introduced' largely through
the long effort of students in the
sixties, but once these students had
aged, becoming content with their
lives and set in their ways as people are wont to do, there were no
new students there, to pick up the ,
slack.
This new generation of students
has already reached the age of
complacency, and many have replaced the passion of previous
days with cynicism. This cynicism
will only get worse as the world
evolves in a way contrary to their
desires, but this is bound to happen when students no longer fight
for that in whiclfthey believe.
Take a closer look at your
world. We are all of voting age,
so listen to the candidates-what
they say now may affect you later.
For example, are you aware that
Ronald Reagan, the current favorite, is running on the platform
that two of the most important
issues in the near future are
amendments against abortion and
for prayer in school? He is determined to have these passed, and
he has a good chance with the latter. So think about the candidates' positions and don't reduce
this to Republican vs. Democrat.
Know yourself and know.your
campus, but learn about the
world. It will be there when we
get out. Let's not force the next
generation of students to accomplish all that vve were too ignorant
to do, simply because we were too
busy arguing about the new rule
requiring a security escort to the
nurse's office after 2:00 AM.
ARD

ing his unexpected visit to the theoretically ostracised nation of
Egypt in December of 1983: His
meeting with President Mubarak
of Egypt in Cairo was the triumph
of moderation and diplomacy over
radicalism and violence. Both
Mubarak and Arafat emerged
stronger than ever. The two capitalised from this rapprochement.
For Egypt Arafat's visit was a vin, dication of its previous policies
with Israel. For Arafat and his
supporters the visit translated into
support from a very powerful
Arab state. One is tempted to
draw a parellel between Arafat's
visit to Egypt in December of 1983
and Sadat's visit to Israel in November of 1977. A distinct difference between the two visits is the
overall popularity of the former
act over the latter in the Arab
world. Reason and Moderation
triumphed in the first instance;
emotion and radicalism triumphed
in the second instance. These two
very important events and their
consequent effects on the Arab
world can be used as indicators of
the general political mood in that
region. Sadat's visit to Jerusalem
produced a radical wave in the
Arab world manifested in two
events: l)The expulsion of Egypt
from the Arab League and the removal of the Arab League's headquarters from Cairo to Tunis, and
2)the formation of a cohesive radical bloc made up of Algeria, Liand the P.L.O.
Arafat's visit to Cairo reversed
the radical move. Since November
1977 the radical bloc's influence
and membership has declined dramatically, Chadli's Algeria is in a
form of "splendid isolation,"

Hussein's Iraq is at war with Iran
and in a cold war with Syria and
Libya, and most importantly,
Afafat's P.L.O. has disassociated
itself with the radical, for obvious
reasons, There are also numerous
indications that several Arab leaders are lobbying for the return of
Egypt into the Arab League.
Egypt has been invited by the Muslim heads of state this January to resume her place in the Organization
of the Islamic
Conference
unconditionally.
Egypt has accepted. The conference which took place in Morocco
is another positive step towards
the inevitable reinstatement of
Egypt into the Arab fold.-The
presence of Arafat at Rabat during the conference reaffirming the
shift towards moderation and the
isolation of the radical states (Libya,Syria and Iran).
It seems very probable that
Egypt will gradually re-establish
its political leadership in the Arab
world. Egypt can claim to be the
only Arab nation with direct ties
with the Palestinians and the Israelis: a key element towards future successful
negotiations
between the Arabs and the Israelis. During Egypt's theoretical
isolation, (a majority of Arab
states continued to trade with
Egypt after the Camp David Accords) which has yet to come to
an end, not a single Arab nation
emerged as the decisive leader of
the.Ai?ab w,or,]d, Saw|ilArabia> £or
example, with its vast economic
wealth and political potential
failed to translate her assets into
political power. Their entanglement in Lebanon has brought the
House of Saud discredibility and
abundant grief. Most recently the

Saudi Consul in Beirut was abducted by an unknown organization. Saudi Arabia's foreign
minister Al Saud engineered
countless ceasefire agreements on
paper only to see them immediately violated by all sides. Finally
Syria's and the Arab world's helplessness during the Israeli invasion
of Lebanon in the summer of 1982;
humiliated and demoralized the
Arab public, and demonstrated
the weakness of the Arab regimes,
It is important in the conclusion
to reiterate the following point:
the Arab moderate bloc outnum-i
bers the few remaining radical
states. In 1977 the Arab channels
with Israel and the U.S.A. were
limited and seriously blocked by
the radicals. The significant expulsion of Egypt from the League
was a warning for the remaining
moderate states of the dire consequences of a rapprochement with
Israel. Today, however, the radical bloc has shrunk in size and
power to a feeble three; Syria,
South Yemen and Libya. These
states are separated by a huge geographical and ideological gulf, the
persona] desires of their rulers,
and regional rivalries with their
neighbors. Juxtaposed to the disorganized radical bloc is a larger,
more powerful moderate bloc.
Negotiations will need the cooperation of both, the Arabs and
the Israelis. The present Israeli
.administration ha^ tQ<-a£|ij*n£tively demonstrate its readiness to
negotiate with the internationallyrecognized P.L.O. These new a n 4
fortuitous circumstances are very
rare and I hope that all sides of
the conflict will be careful not to
waste this valuable opportunity.

Andropov Has Kidney Failure
by Royce Dalby
Yuri V. Andropov, leader of the
Soviet ' Union for only fifteen
months, died last Thursday at 4:50
PM of kidney failure at the age of
sixty-nine, Tass, the Soviet news
agency, reports that he had been
suffering from kidneyinsufficiencies and had been on dialysis for
almost a year.
Andropov's death had become
a favorite rumor of the western
press due to his conspicuous abscence from public for almost six
months. The late Soviet leader had
not been seen since his meeting
with nine U.S. Senators in the Soviet Union on August 18.
„ The Soviet government has
called for four days of mourning
and has said that Andropov will
lie in state for the customary three
days before being buried in Red
Square along the base of the
Kremlin wall. There he will join
previous leaders Josef Stalin and
Leonid Brezhnev behind the great
structure of Lenin's tomb. Only
Nikita Khrushchev is buried elsewhere;
Andropov's death has left the
twelve remaining Politburo members to choose a successor. Although the government maintains

Premier
YURI ANDROPOV

College Press Service

that the national -policy towards
the U.S. will remain unchanged,
the western leaders can only hope
that the new leader will emerge as
• one desirous of reducing east-west
tensions, which reached a precarious low under former KGB head
Andropov. For • possible successors see the commentary on page
5.
Andropov's reign has seen the
worst relations between the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. since the cold
war. These tensions reached their

peak both with the shooting down
of the Korean airliner on Aug. 31,
1983, killing-269 people, including
62 Americans., and when the Soviets walked out of the arms talks
in Geneva on Nov. 23.
Soon after the death of Andropov the Soviet government showed
its respect, for the leader by lowering the red flag over the Kremlin
to half-mast and draping the
Kremlin walls in red banners
fringed in black. Tass said that he
will be remembered as an "indefatigable fighter for peace and
communism."
.
The official state funeral takes
place today, Feb. 14, and will be
attended by representatives from
many western nations, including
Chancellor Helmut Kohl from
West Germany and Vice President
George Bush from the U.S.
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More Sports
RIC Stops Wrestlers, 29-14
by John Shiffman
Sports Staff Writer
The varsity wrestling team recorded impressive showings during the final week of the regular
season as they tuned up for the
New Englands. The Bantams defeated Wesleyan last Wednesday
night in Middletown, and traveled
to Rhode Island College Saturday
and scored a moral victory of
sorts.
As usual, the Bants started the
RIC match down 18 points via
three defaults. Peter Zimmerman
got things started early as he decisioned his man for three Trinity
team points. Nick Veronis w.restled a very exciting match at the
134 and it was very close all the
way. Two points were awarded to
both teams as the match ended in

a 9-9 deadlock.
Coach Mike Darr moved each
of the middle weight class wrestlers down one class allowing Mike
Howe to wrestle at the 142-pound
position, Mike Oxman at 150, Ian
Brodie at 158 and Ted Moise at
167.
Howe's, match was extremely
close through the first two periods
but the team captain pulled out a
5-4 decision for three team points.
Oxman wrestled the third close
match of the day as he tied his
RIC opponent.
* Brodie escaped from a first period take down to trail his opponent 1-2 halfway through his
match. Each wrestler escaped once
in the final half to give the RIC
man the victory.
Moise continues to wrestle well
yet he lost a close match against

Women's Swimming
Runs Streak To 19

RIC. Moise has wrestled well all
year long yet always seems to draw
the toughest opponent.
Joe Adam finished off the night
with an impressive domination of
his RIC man, 10-2.
Although the final score read
14-29, the Bants scored a moral
victory as they actually won the
most matches yet lost on points.
"We'd be so much better if we
could just fill those three weight
classes," commented Brodie.
"We're all tough wrestlers, all
some sort of high school champion."
The Bantams go into every
match knowing'that they need a
top performance from every team
member; they cannot afford a bad
day by one or two wrestlers; one
early loss puts the Bants in a mustwin situation for the rest of the
match.
Among the Trinity wrestlers,
Adam is the favorite looking toward the New Englands this weekend at WPI. Adam has lost only
two matches in his weight class
this year.

The men's squash team defeated Williams 5-4.

PhOio

by Randi stempier

continued from page 12

event. Any hopes that Conn College had from the 100 individual
medley quickly dissapated over the
Connecticut College 86-45 on Satcourse of the next four events.
urday afternoon. Conn apparently had some hopes of upsetting
Particularly noteworthy was
the Trinity women, but after the
Fredrick's performance in the 50
first five events it was apparent
free with her national qualifying
that these hopes would not be retime of 24.99 which also seems to
alized.
be best so far in New England.
The Chicks began the meet
Freshman Chris Sanden has benicely with Fredrick, Cronin,
come a stronger swimmer in the
Cass, and Hubbard winning the
course of the season. Her per200 medley relay with a time of
formance in the 200 backstroke
1:57.66. What was frustrating
was good as she barely lost out by
about the time was that it missed
three tenths of a second. In the
the national qualifying time of
Clark meet Sanden took first in
1:57.19. This was also the case
the 200 individual medley.
against Clark when Fredrick,
Cronin and Laura Couch
Cronin, Cass, and Hubbard finproved that in their specialty, the
ished the relay with .a time of
200 breast, they are supreme. The
1:57.85.
• duo finished one-two, ten seconds
ahead of the nearest Conn College
competitor.
Brennan easily outswam Conn
For the last five events, Trin
College in the 200 free. In the 100
continued their domination. FredIM, Hubbard unfortunately had a
rick, Hubbard, Brennan, and Cass
false start and was disqualified.
added a little salt to the wounds
Hubbard swam the race as an exof Conn College by finishing 32
hibition and won. Laura Gill was
seconds ahead of the Camels to
able to keep Trinity's scoring drive
take the 400 freestyle relay.
going by finishing second in the
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Mr. Boston Schnapps
Look lor Mr. Boston's two new cookbooks. Itie Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide. '
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books;
.
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales, Dept. B, New York. New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60. and 100 prooi. Produced by Mr. Boston Disliiler, Owensboro, KY. Albany, GA c 1982
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More Sports
Obi And Barry Lead Track
by Krister Johnson
Senior Sports Staff
Both the men's and women's
indoor track teams competed this
past Saturday at the William's Invitational against host Williams,
Amherst and Wesley an. Both
teams fared well against the tough
competition, coming up with
many fine performances. For the
men Femi Obi, Dave Barry and
Steve5 Klots's performances were
the?" finest of the day.
Sprinter Obi moved up to the
open 400-meter run and won the
event in a close finish. Obi lead
from the start and held off a late
surge from Leon of Williams to
finish in a time of 51.1. Earlier in
the week Obi ran a sub 50 split on
Trinity's mile relay in a meet at
Coast Guard. Obi's excellent times
this early in the season should
make him one of the fastest 400
men in New England outdoors in
addition to bolstering an already
strong mile relay team. Obi is one
of the favorites in the 55 meter
dash next week at the Division III
Championship meet at Bates College.
. .•
Dave Barry again showed his
devastating last lap kick in winning yet another 1000-meter race.

Barry hung on the heels of Doug
Abernathy of Amherst, one of
New England's best half milers,
until the last lap when he moved
to the outside and sprinted to the
finish line, two seconds ahead of
Abernathy, in 2:32.7, a William's
field house record. Barry will be
tougrTto beat in this event at the
Division HI meet. Barry will also
be a key member of the Bants mile
relay team.
Steve Klots ran a gutsy race in
the 1500-meter run to finish second. Klots was in fourth most of
the way, moved into third about
100 meters from the finish and
passed Angle of William's about
20 meters from the finish line.
Klots also placed fourth in the
3000 meter run. Frosh Dave Banta
also placed second in the 55 meter
dash in a time of 6.6 which qualified him for the Division.Ill
meet.
Steve Drew won the 55 meter
hurdle event in a time of 8.0, while
Matt Harthun won the pole vault
competition with an effort of 130, Both Drew and Harthun will go
to the Division III meet. This
should be one of the strongest
teams Coach Jim Foster has
brought to the Division.Ill Meet.
The women's team, although

limited by numbers, produced
some excellent performances.
Made up mainly of freshman and
sophomores the women's team
should be stronger than last year
and will provide strong competition for their opponents. Freshman Alex Woodford and Cocaptain Erica Thurman won the
400 and 1000 meter races respectively. Alex Steinert placed third
in the 1500-meter race while Meredith Lynch was third, in the 800
meter.
Sprinter Leslie Berkmans placed
in three events, taking second in
the high jump, fourth in the 55- meter dash and third in the 200
meters in a fine time of 29.5.
Woodford, Lynch, Thurman and
Steinart combined to take third in
the mile relay.
The men's next meet is Saturday at Bates.for the Division III
meet. The women have a break
until the outdoor season begins in
March.

Mike Donovan (#10) has stepped in at point guard for the men's basketball team,
photo by John Shlffman

Women's Squash
Gains 4th Ranking
continued from page 12
Castle lost to Gus Tilney of Princeton in a tiebreaker in the fifth
game. But luck was with Castle
against Yale, for she overcame
Anita Nador, who had lost to Tilney the day before. Castle suffered two tough losses- - to
Harvard's Ingrid Boyum and
Penn's Karen Kelso but she had
no trouble with her Dartmouth
and Brown opponents,
Co-captain Kathy Klein played
an excellent match against Yale's
Phoebe Trubowitz. Klein was
down 14-8 in the fifth game, but
came back to make the score 1413. As both the Yale and Trinity
teams watched the last and deciding match with hands clasped,
Trubowitz won the final point by
hitting a fantastic three wall nick.
The other co-captain, senior
Webby Burbank, had a great win
over her UPenn opponent, but
was outdone by her Yale, Princeton and Harvard opponents.

However, Burbank did give her
Tiger opponent a tough time before losing 15-11, 15-10 in the last
two games of her five game match.
Another' senior, Lea Spruance
had several terrific wins last week- .
end. She played tough and wore
out her Yale opponent for a decisive 3-1 win. Hit four times by the
big-swinging Chris Baird, Spruance played the majority of the
match after being hit very hard in
her playing hand, Spruance also
:
beat her UPerin opponent, and
gave Princeton's Joanne Sherry a
run for her money before losing
3-1. Sherry normally plays two or
three for Princeton, but is playing
five since she was away last term.
At number four, Laura Higgs
had trouble with the top three
teams, but easily overcame her
Dartmouth and Brown opponents
3-0. Against Yale, Higgs was
down 2-0, but played tough to
come back and win the third
game, but then lost in a close and
well-fought match.

Men's Basketball Downs
Brandeis, Bowdoin, Bates
continued from page 12
lead with 8:27 left.
Bates drew within five at 56-51
on two Herb Taylor free throws,
but the Bantams' back-up point
guard, John Barton, hit to extend
the lead to seven and then came
up with a steal that led to a Jim
Bates layup. The visiting Bates'
hopes were ended.
"Whether he [Barton] gets four
minutes, eight or ten a half, he's
ready and he comes in and does
what he has to d o , " said Ogrodnik of Barton.
In fact, that could have been
the analysis of the entire week: the
men's basketball team did what it

had to do to raise its record to 161.
BASKETBALL NOTESAbere has been on fire of late,
hitting 21 of 30 shots from the
field over the weekend. Abere
leads the Bants at 17.2 points per
game.... After expected wins over
Coast Guard and MIT, the Bantams play their biggest game of
the season on Monday. The University of Hartford comes to Ferris for an 8:00 tip off.... t h e
ECAC tournament has been altered this season from a two-night,
one-arena format to an eight-day,
eight team tourney with all games
taking place at the home court of
the higher seed....

Ken Abere (#15) leads Trinity in scoring with a 17.2 point per game average.

photo by John Shiftman

Goal Shortage Slows Hockey
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
For the third time in its last four
contests, the Bantam hockey team
came up on the short end of the
stick in a close game, this time
dropping a 2-1 decision to visiting
SMU on Thursday night. Combined with a 1-0 loss at Assumption on Saturday, Trinity's record
dropped to 8-8-1 overall and 6-51 in the ECAC Division III standings.
After riding the wave of a 4-11 road trip, the Bantams have registered only one win, a 5-1 route
of Fairfieid, over their last four
games. But, more alarmingly each
of those' four losses were tight
games the Bants could have won.
In the 7-4 loss to UConn, the
Bants had a 3-3 tie going into the
last period, before suffering a
lapse of intensity during' which
time they allowed two goals within
one minute. ••
Trin followed that performance
with a 2-1 loss to Bently, a superior team that the Bants outshot
38-32. And finally, against SMU,
the Bants were forced into playing
SMU's game, a tight checking,
slow paced style which has become characteristic of the defend-

ing Division III champions.
Earlier in the season SMU sleepwalked through norrow victories
over lesser opponents, Nicols and
Worcester.
The Bants uontrolled the majority of the play, outshooting
SMU 27-24 in a listless, up-anddown game which saw little sustained offensive action aside from
the opening five minutes. During
that span, SMU blitzed goalie
Vinnie Laurentino with a barrage
of shots one of which found the
mark.
At the :51 mark, Pete Barbezallo wristed home a rebound of a
shot from the left point after the
Bants failed to clear their zone.
After failing to cash in on a
power play, the Bants finally tied
it up when Vern Meyer scored his
eighth of the season. Reed White-

more went cruising in one-on-one,
shook off the defenseman,
avoided goalie John Findley's
poke check, and fed it across to
Meyer who found the open net at
14:05.
From then on the teams went
scoreless until late in the third period when Trin got caught in a 2on-1 break and paid the price.
Rick Stetson broke up the initial
pass but the rebound came back
to Paul Coppoui whose left point
shot was deflected in by Art Georgantas.
' Trailing 2-1 with 1:15 left, John
Dunham, the Bantam coach,
pulled his goalie and inserted an
extra skater. But the man-power
advantage resulted in only one.
shot on goal, squelching hopes for
a Bantam comeback.

Men's Squash Wins, 5-4
continued from page 12
all won decisive matches. Also
winning for Trinity was Jerome
Kapelus who beat his opponent
rather easily, 3-0.
The only other two players to
lose for the Bantams were Andrew
Emery and number two J.D. Cre-

gan, who has been bothered lately
by an injury to his heel.
Trinity travels to Army tomorrow to play what should be a good
match, but one which the Bants
should not have to struggle to win.
Trinity will then play Vassar, a
team not particularly noted for
being a squash powerhouse.
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More Sports
Women's B-Ball
Comes Up Short
Without a doubt, the biggest sports disappointment at Trinity this
winter has been the performance of the women's basketball team. After
winning the NIAC Championship in 1982 and 1983, the Lady Bants have
stumbled badly in 1983-84 — winning their first game against a NIAC
team just a week ago.
The fall is made all the more perplexing when one takes into account
that only Terri Johnson, a non-starting senior, graduated from last year's
team. Returning were three seniors, Karen Orczyk, Debbie Priestly, and
Chris Lofgren, who had played on five championship teams between
them. In addition, coach Karen Erlandson had two time NIAC-tourney
MVP Karen Rodgers and Sheila Andrus back. Add to this group a strong
freshman class and women's basketball at Trinity was nothing if not
loaded going into the season.
However, it was not quite that simple. Rodgers spent the first semester
abroad and Trinity had to play five games before her return. The Bants
lost four. During this streak, Andrus, who was slated to play in Rodger's
point guard spot, was hampered by an ankle injury. This started Trinity
down a road that has seen Erlandson use a myriad of starting lineups
and substitution patterns.
"I've had some trouble deciding on a starting five," admits Erlandson.
In actuality, Erlandson has seven players who can and" have started:
Rodgers, Orczyk, Priestly, Lofgren, Andrus, and freshmen Sarah Mayo
and Betsy Jones. None of the veterans, with the possible exception of

Tuesday Afternoon
^^_

by Stephen K. Gellman

Priestly, have played up to their past levels and Erlandson has juggled
the lineup, looking for the right combination and the hot hand.
An inevitable result of this tactic is an uncertainty within the team as
to the role each player is to fill.
"I find it very hard going into a game not knowing where I stand,"
explains Priestly. "I just find myself having a very hard time when I
don't know what's expected of me."
And it is generally agreed that the team has so much talent that it is
almost unmanagable. "There's too much talent on this team," asserts
Priestly, and Erlandson speculates that "Maybe the result of having so
many good players on the team is that a kid says, 'well if I can't do it
then someone else can.' It's an out or an exit door."
Indeed the talent goes beyond the top seven. The talents of these seven
demand court time, but just behind them is another group that has
seemingly too much skill to simply sit and watch. And not surprisingly
this situation creates even more problems.
Erlandson notes, "These kids spend a lot of hours working and although I feel that winning is the thing, there comes a time where if you
don't get to play, you lose it mentally. I'm trying to play those kids that
have earned an opportunity to show what they can d o . "
However, heavy substitutions have led Trinity close to blowing substantial leads in two recent games and Priestly points out that that type
of playing time can have a negative mental effect.
"Some people feel that they are getting put in situations which they
are not able to carry out. When they do get taken out, they feel like
they've failed and that they don't belong."
The result has been most disappointing which is something everyone
close to the team agrees on. Erlandson still holds out hope that a strong
finish can earn a NIAC playoff berth, but sources close to New England
Division III basketball dismiss this as wishful thinking. And maybe
Erlandson puts things best when she says, "We have underachieved."
Amen.

Sara Mayo dribbles away from the Bowdoin defense. Betsy Jones looks on.

photo by Scott Poole

Women's Basketball Wins Two
by Elizabeth Sobkov
and Ka(hy Gallant
Special to Tripod Sports
The women's basketball team
played its best basketball of the
season in defeating Wesleyan and
Bowdoin last week.
The Bantams began the week in
top form as they rolled over rival
Wesleyan on Monday. The Bants
got a quick jump ahead of the
Cards, 9-2, and were able to keep
this lead the entire game.
Looking
strong
halfway
through the first period, the Bantams were up by ten, 19-9. But less
than five minutes later the Cardinals cut the lead to one, 19-18.
The team hung together and
was able to leave the court at half-

time with a two point lead, 23-21.
At this point, Trinity was only
shooting 25% from the floor and
Wesleyan was shooting 30%. Another horid statistic was turnovers: Wesleyan 18, Trinity 22.
Second half action saw the ability of the Bantams. The players
did indeed look like two-time defending NIAC champions.
The Bants drove ahead by 13,
41-28, halfway through the period. Later the Bants went as far
as 17 points in the lead.
A last effort to rally with five
minutes remaining in the game cut
the lead to eight. However with
two minutes left, the Bantams
pushed ahead 59-43.
The final was 64-46. Debbie
Priestly lead the scoring with 18
points. Priestly also pulled down

.15 rebounds. Karen Rodgers
added 15 points, 12 rebounds, and
eight steals. Freshman Susan Babcock came off the bench to add
10 points to the Bantam effort.,
The Bants made it two in a row
with a 72-60 home victory over
Bowdoin on Friday night.
Priestly was Trin's high scorer
with 18 points. Rodgers had a
good game contributing 16 points-on seven for seven shooting—and
seven assists. Freshman Betsy
Jones also turned in an impressive
performance with 11 rebounds.
The wins raised the team's record to 6-7, 2-5 agianst NIAC
competition. As one observer of
Friday night's game noted, "it was
the first time this year that they've
looked like NIAC champions."

WPI Subdues UpsetMinded Ducks, 54-41

Steve Klots (leading) finished second in the 1500 at the Williams Invitational on Saturday.

pho to

by Krister Johnson

Last Thursday night the men's
swim team hit the road to Worcester, Massachusetts to tangle with
the Engineers from WPI. The.
Bantams were upset-minded and
made an auspicious start by winning two of the first three events^
but fell into their inevitable pattern of many firsts, and too few
seconds and thirds, and eyentually
bowed to one of the best WPI
teams in memory, 54-41.
The Ducks won five of 11 events
and had another win awarded to
the opponents by a questionable,
judges decision. Tim Raftis' swim
in the 500 freestyle was already
recorded as a win on the board
and on Trinity coach Chet McPhee's scoresheet when the officials unaccountably huddled and
gave the nod to WPI's Andy Gagnon. The ensuing dialogue was
one of the most exciting events of
the evening.
•
For the Trinmen, it must have
seemed another night of deja vu:

good effort, strong swims, come
up a little short.
Co-captain Rex Dyer was a
double winner. He logged a hohum victory in the 200 back, a
strong 1:51.8 in the 200 free, and
anchored the freestyle relay in a
very quick 49.6.
Raftis looked tough in his first
appearance in the distance events
this season. He cruised to. a 11:22.
win in the 1000 free, then got
mugged in the 500 free when his
winning 5:17.9 was judged second.
Jim Loughlin produced one of
the finest times of the night by
winning the 200 breast in 2:23.20.
The Bantams finished the evening on the upbeat when Tim Anderson, Chip Lake, Raftis, and
Dyer outsprinted the Engineers in
the final 400 freestyle relay.
The Ducks are in action again
tonight at Holy Cross. Saturday
they face powerful Amherst at
home.
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Men's Squash Uses Depth To Beat Williams
by Tom Price
Senior Sports Staff
The men's squash team put a
virtual clamp on the country's
number three ranking last
Wednesday when they defeated
Williams 5-4. Barring a loss to
either Army; Vassar, or Tufts, the
team will finish at least tied at (
number three.
Trinity fared better against
Harvard and Yale than both Williams and Navy; therefore, the
possibility for finishing alone at
number three is not entirely out of
the question.

In the most objective terms possible, the match against Williams
was nothing short of spectacular.
Three of the nine matches went
down to the wire, two of these
ending 15-14 in the fifth game.
Forget the Olympics, the action
last Wednesday was in of all unlikely places, Hartford. It was by
far Trinity's biggest and most dramatic victory of the season.
One of the closest matches occurred in the number one spot
. where Trinity's Bill Doyle lost a
heartbreaker to William's Greg
Zaff. Zaff, who figures to be the
number' two seed at the nationals,

came back from a 2-0 deficit to
defeat Doyle. Doyle played very
well in the first two games and
found himself five points short of.
victory in the third game which he
led at one point, 10-5.
But Zaff came back to win the
game and the fourth game as well.
In the fifth and deciding game,
Doyle led 14-12, but Zaff again
came back to tie it at 14. Zaff then
won the next point to win the
match. As the man at Old Milwaukee like to say, "Boys, it
doesn't get any better than this."
No one attending last Wednesday's match would disagree.

In another thriller, Bill Villari
at number three, moving up a
notch in the absence of Mike
Georgy, also lost 15-14 in the fifth
game after coming back from a 20, 9-4 deficit. Vilarri won both the
third and fourth games in tiebreakers, playing spectacularly
against his opponent. In the fifth,
Villari and his opponent exchanged points behind the roar of
the partisan crowd unitl the game
was tied at 14-14.
Looking up at the referee after
the final point, Villari seemed
shocked that the match was over.
At number four, Doug Bur-

by Julia McLaughlin
Sports Staff Writer

by Stephen K. Gellman
Sports Editor

continued on page 10
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Women's
Squash
Fourth

Men's
B-Ball
Wins 3
The Trinity men's basketball
team is in a slump, but don't tell
that to Brandeis, Bowdoin, and
Bates. The Bantams defeated all
three visitors to Ferris this past
week but not without a struggle.
Cumulatively the three teams
carried a 13-37 record to Trinity;
however, their hot shooting combined with Trinity's inconsistent
defense to make each game an adventure.
" I think the defensive intensity
in the first half just wasn't there
because people were lagging a little bit," commented sophomore
forward Ken Abere after the victory over Bates. "People are content to go down, stick their shot,
and put out half-way on defense."
Friday night, Bowdoin (4-12)
trailed by only one point at the
half, 43-42, after hitting 52.9% of
their shots against the. Bantams'
man-to-man defense. The choice
of man-to-man was the result of
an incorrect scouting^ report and
coach Stan Ogrodnik said afterwards, "if I had seen them myself, we wouldn't have played so
much man-to-man."
However it was not simply a
matter of being in the wrong defense. Trinity allowed Bowdoin to
slip back door for easy layups and
short jumpers.
"We were just flat-footed and
coach drilled us at halftime on
getting our act together on defense," said Tom King.
The pep talk gave Trinity new
life, a 3-2 zone puzzled the visitors
and the Bantams opened the half
with an 11-2 spurt that gave them
firm control of the contest.
Abere led the Bantams-as he
has in six of the last seven games-with 25 points and the Trinity
front line'controlled the boards to
the tune of 49-29.
Bates came to Ferris on Saturday afternoon stinging from an
83-55 .thrashing at the hands of
Wesleyan less than 24 hours earlier. Once again, Unit A prooved
a hospitable place for the visitors
in the early going.
The Wildcats led 19-13 after 11
minutes and it was not until well
into the second half that the Bantams took the lead for good. King
hit a long jumper to give Trinity
a 48-46 lead midway through the
half. Abere scored inside and
Mike Donovan added two free
throws to give Trinity a six point

bank was more fortunate than
teammates Villari and Doyle in his
close five game match. Down 2-1,
and 12-6 in the fourth, Burbank
battled back to gain a 13-13 tie,
and eventually win the fourth
game. Burbank then went on the
win the fifth game, giving Trinity
its only victory in the top four
spots.
. The Bantams got most of their
victories at the bottom of the
lineup where Paul Stauffer, John
Conway, and Jon Anz, the number seven, eight and nine players

Ken Abere (#15) played a large part in the men's basketball team's three victories last week.

Women's Swimming Rolls On
by Tom Swiers
Sports Staff Writer
The women's swim team won
two more meets this week to raise
their college record winning streak
to 19.
Last Wednesday the Trinity
women's swim team defeated
Clark 90-59 in a meet in which the
Trinity women showed complete
domination. Chefs Chicks took
first in 16 of 17 events. In five
events, however, coach Chet
McPhee raced his best women unofficially so as to not run up the
score. If these events the women
had not been entered as exhibition
the score would have been 110-39.
In past meets Chet's chicks had
been winning, but their times had
not been very good. In their meet

against Clark the. women were finally able to break through the
time barrior and had 20 New England qualifying times. The women
still need more national qualifying
times for the nationals in Atlanta
in March.
The meet began nicely with the
team of Dea Fredrick, Debbie
Cronin, Lulu Cass, and Karen
Hubbard finishing nearly a length
ahead of the Clark team in the 200
medley relay.
For the 100 freestyle, Barbie
Brennan dominated the Clark opposition by finishing two and a
half lengths ahead of the nearest
Clark swimmer. For the next five
events, Trinity continued to dominate. It was not until the eighth
event that Clark was able to take
its only first place spot in the 50

butterfly.
Clark's Henson was able to beat
Sue Casazza by a tenth of a second. Clark apparently did not
really expect to win many events
in the swimming but had hopes
' that their diver, Dineer Cloutier,
a national qualifier, would be able
to win the diving. In both diving
events, Clark's hopes died when
Mary Ellen Foy beat Cloutier
163.05-161.5 and 173.7-167.9.
In the last event, the 200 freestyle relay, Hubbard, Brennan,
Cass, and Fredrick put in remarkable performances with the time
of 1:44.64, a national qualifying
time.
As if the women had not had
enough they went on to crush
continued on page 9

The women's squash team sufferred a disapointing loss to Yale
at the Howe Cup this weekend.
Trinity placed fourth in the tournament behind Princeton, Harvard, and Yale.
The Bantams did improve last
year's fifth place ranking but had
hoped for a third place finish with
a win over Yale. Just points from
victory, the Bantams lost 4-3 in
the last match of the weekend.
• • The to.urnament was a, success,
for Trinity beat Division I schoofs""
Brown and Dartmouth 7-0. The
highlight of the weekend was the i >'
presentation of the Betty Richie
Award to Trinity's Nina Porter.
Awarded for the first time this
year, the prize goes to the player
who best exemplifies sportsmanship, fair play and excellence in
squash. Porter received a silver
bowl of her own and Trinity will
keep a large engraved silver bowl
for this year.
Yale hosts the Howe Cup each
year for approximately 25 schools,
which are divided into three divisions according to talent. Of the
top seven division one schools,
Trinity is the only non-Ivy League
school.
Porter sufferred only one loss,
to undefeated Alicia McConnell
from the UPenn. As a team, f rin :
ity lost to Harvard 6-1, Princeton
6-1, and Yale 4-3.
There were several tough individual matches. Against UPenn on
Friday, once again it was up to
Sue Greene to win the deciding
match. In a very tense fifth game,
Greene pulled through and won
15-10.
But Greene woke up the next
morning with a fever and cold, so
freshman Erika La Cerda filled
her place. In La Cerda's first
match, she crushed her Dartmouth opponent 15-13, 15-3, 1510. Qn Sunday, however, La
Cerda did not have as much luck
as she sufferred a tough 3-2 loss
to her Yale opponent.
In another close match, Porter
simply woreout her Harvard opponent. Mary Halbert to' win in
five games. Porter was down 2-0
in the match and then down again
12-8 in the fifth game, but her
accurate shots and consistent play
proved essential as she came back
to win 15-13 in the fifth game.
Number two, Kat Castle played
two extremely close matches. In
the first match of the weekend,
continued on page 10

